
BEST PRACTICES IN MY INSTITUTION

1. Title of the practice: 
Maintaining strong tradition of socio-cultural activities in order to 
imbibe a good value-system among the students 

2. The objective of the Practice (in about 20 words)
The objective is to produce human resources with qualities like the 
ability to strike friendship with fellow people, natural leadership while 
working in a team, sense of social responsibility and finer emotional 
and intellectual capacity to appreciate our rich national heritage and 
diverse cultural activities.  

3. The context (in about 30 words)
In order to become a complete human being with the ability to face the
challenges  of  the  evolving  world  independently  one  has  to  acquire
certain skills which can’t be tightly framed within a particular academic
program. Extra-curricular activity is the right platform where the young
minds find a creative space to imbibe those essential skills by engaging
themselves in company with their fellow travellers. The institute always
extends  all  possible  incentives  to  encourage  the  students  to  get
involved in various such activities apart from conducting some directly.

4. The Practice (in about 50 words)
Apart  from  celebrating  two  most  important  national  events,  i.e.,
Independence day and Republic day under institutional leadership the
students themselves organize KARMATECH (a competition cum display
of  innovative engineering skills)  and JAGRITI  (a  cultural  festival  with
multiple events), two big events spread over few days during January
and  March  respectively  each  year.  As  a  mark  of  sharing  social
responsibility,  they  use  to  undertake  cleaning  of  environment  and
awareness campaign in village school and gram panchayat, organise
free Eye-Screening-Camp for  the  benefit  of  local  people  around the
college, plant saplings, celebrate International women’s Day and Yoga
Day,  organise  various  awareness  campaigns  within  the  college
campus/outside and quiz under NSS activities. A faculty member, Prof.
Bimal Pal, guides many events himself beside acting as a mentor in
many  such  activities.  Under  the  active  support  of  the  Alumni
Association  Medical  free-check-up  program  is  being  held  in  each
month.  The  strong  alumni  base  provides  substantial  financial
assistance in organizing many events.      

5. Evidence of success (in about 40 words)
No cases of interruption in communal harmony, no event of breach of
faith between male and female members of the community, smooth
continuation of academic programs without any halt, for knowable past
years,  clearly  stand  as  testimony  to  how sociable  each  community
member is, be it a faculty or a student or a non-teaching employee.
This has been made possible only by creating an atmosphere through
above activities in which every member evolved as a responsible and



good human being, capable of conducting himself/herself in graceful
manner in any event involving other members of the society at large

6. Notes (optional)
Video recording of some of the events in offline and online mode is
available in the following link
https://youtube.com/channel/UCcnYisgW9RXjIGyp9AklGGw


